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a b s t r a c t
When designing an optimization model for use in mass casualty incident (MCI) response, the dynamic
and uncertain nature of the problem environment poses a signiﬁcant challenge. Many key problem parameters, such as the number of casualties to be processed, will typically change as the response operation progresses. Other parameters, such as the time required to complete key response tasks, must be
estimated and are therefore prone to errors. In this work we extend a multi-objective combinatorial optimization model for MCI response to improve performance in dynamic and uncertain environments. The
model is developed to allow for use in real time, with continuous communication between the optimization model and problem environment. A simulation of this problem environment is described, allowing
for a series of computational experiments evaluating how model utility is inﬂuenced by a range of key
dynamic or uncertain problem and model characteristics. It is demonstrated that the move to an online system mitigates against poor communication speed, while errors in the estimation of task duration
parameters are shown to signiﬁcantly reduce model utility.
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction
In the period immediately following a mass casualty incident
(MCI), such as the London Bombings of July 7th 2005 (London Assembly, 2006), many decisions need to be made in a fast and effective manner within a high pressure environment (Paton & Flin,
1999). Within emergency response organizations such as the Ambulance Service and the Fire and Rescue Service, decision makers
must decide how best to allocate their limited resources amongst
the various sources of demand. This problem environment exhibits
a large amount of structure, with well deﬁned roles and responsibilities and a clear decision making system as deﬁned through the
command and control system (Wallace & de Balogh, 1985). In this
respect, the problem represents a strong candidate for the application of mathematical modeling and optimization. However, signiﬁcant challenges remain, particularly with respect to the volatile
nature of the problem environment. That is, the nature of any
decision problem is likely to change over time as the problem
evolves, and the available information upon which a model can be
built will typically be subject to a signiﬁcant level of uncertainty
(Galindo & Batta, 2013).
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In the modeling of MCI response, as with the design of any optimization model, it is necessary to make certain assumptions in
order to ensure the implementation remains feasible. In this paper
we seek to gain a better understanding of several characteristics of
the response problem, their associated assumptions, and the extent
to which they affect the utility of a scheduling-based optimization
model. In order to proceed we ﬁrst discuss a number of assumptions common to optimization models for MCI response. We cover
the modeling of casualty health, their allocation to hospitals for
treatment, the transportation of casualties and responders around
the response environment, and the representation of tasks which
responders must carry out. We go on to focus on how others have
considered the dynamic and uncertain nature of the response environment in their models. Based on our ﬁndings, we identify gaps
that remain uncovered in the literature and we discuss how our
research contributes to ﬁll such gaps.
1.1. Common modeling assumptions
Some common assumptions made in the design of operational
research models for disaster operations management are identiﬁed
in Galindo and Batta (2013). Further common assumptions covering the more general area of disaster planning are listed in Auf der
Heide (2006).
Depending on the general form of the model, the parameters needed to specify its form can include variables such as
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commodity supply and demand levels, resource requirements for
speciﬁc tasks, and the number and nature of casualties. As noted
in Galindo and Batta (2013), it is common for models to assume
that
1. the information needed to deduce these parameters is available
and accurate upon initialization of the model, and
2. the parameters are not required to change over time.
The extent to which these assumptions are justiﬁed depends on
the speciﬁc problem under consideration, but will often be limited by the intrinsic uncertainty and volatility common to all emergency response problems. Some speciﬁc examples follow.
1.1.1. Casualty health
Some authors assume there are no meaningful differences between the health levels of casualties (Barbarosoglu & Arda, 2004;
Barbarosoglu, Ozdamar, & Cevik, 2002; Mete & Zabinsky, 2010; Rolland, Patterson, Ward, & Dodin, 2010; Wex, Schryen, & Neumann,
2011; 2012). Where differences are acknowledged, it is common to
assume all casualties have been partitioned into discrete categories
reﬂecting the urgency of their treatment (Galindo & Batta, 2013),
as in the work of Chiu and Zheng (2007); Gong and Batta (2007);
Yi and Ozdamar (2007). This is reasonable, as it is normal for an
assessment of the health of each casualty (known as triage) to be
completed before the remainder of the response is enacted (Group,
2011). It is often assumed that individual casualty health will not
change over time, and that assessments of health are always accurate. The attraction of the former assumption is understandable, as
the task of accurately forecasting the changing health of casualties
in these environments is challenging. Some attempts are described
in Cotta (2011); Fiedrich, Gehbauer, and Rickers (20 0 0); Tatomir
and Rothkrantz (2006). These models, however, do not provide
any way to correct errors in prediction, an occurrence which we
can assume to be likely due to the complexity of the underlying
process.
1.1.2. Hospitals
Many models assume that the allocation of casualties to hospitals will be done automatically and appropriately. Limited examples of including hospital allocation into a wider decision problem can be found in Jotshi, Gong, and Batta (2009); Mysore et al.
(2005); Wilson, Hawe, Coates, and Crouch (2013a). In Wilson et al.
(2013a) an often ignored aspect of casualty management, self presentation, is discussed. It is often assumed that all casualties are
transported to hospital by the Ambulance Service only (Auf der
Heide, 2006), with the casualty undergoing triage and treatment
operations prior to this. In reality, it is common for some casualties to remove themselves from the incident site and transport
themselves to a hospital of their choosing. In Wilson et al. (2013a)
it is assumed that this process could be predicted accurately. In
scenarios where this is not possible, a dynamic approach, updating the model regarding the number of casualties who have left
the incident scene and who have arrived at each hospital, may be
effective.
1.1.3. Transportation
The transport network within the problem environment is often assumed to be known, both in terms of topology and the travel
times between locations (Yi & Kumar, 2007; Zhang, Li, & Liu, 2012).
As noted in Galindo and Batta (2013), the former assumption is
more justiﬁed than the latter. Examples of removing the latter assumption include (Wilson, Hawe, Coates, & Crouch, 2013b). In this
work it is demonstrated that disruption to the network resulting
in uncertainty in travel times can have a signiﬁcant effect on the
performance of an optimization model. As such, this problem characteristic should not be ignored.
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Uncertainty in the disruption of the transport network has been
incorporated to a limited extent using stochastic programming formulations. Examples include (Barbarosoglu & Arda, 2004; Mete &
Zabinsky, 2010; Rawls & Turnquist, 2010), which consider a ﬁnite
number of scenarios, each with assigned probability and associated network parametrization. Uncertainty is also acknowledged
in the work of Jotshi et al. (2009), which extends the ambulance allocation model presented in Gong and Batta (2007) by including a data fusion step to estimate the level of damage and
disruption on each road link. A solution methodology for ﬁnding optimal paths in a disrupted network following a disaster
is presented in (Zhang, Zhang, Zhang, Wei, & Deng, 2013). The
authors employ the network representation described by Yuan
and Wang (2009), where the travel time associated with each
edge of the transport network is assumed to increase over time
in a manner which reﬂects its proximity to the disaster. A dynamic transport network structure is also modeled in the work of
Fiedrich et al. (20 0 0), with nodes and edges being added or removed to reﬂect the impact of both the disaster and the response
operation.
1.1.4. Task durations
Where the modeling methodology involves the allocation of
discrete tasks to available responder units, the times needed to
complete these tasks are necessary problem parameters. Examples include the scheduling models presented in Rolland et al.
(2010) and Wex et al. (2011). In the former, the authors propose a speciﬁc solution algorithm which, through its fast execution, is designed to facilitate the solving of their proposed model
in near-real time. The authors argue this will allow decision makers to re-solve any particular response problem when conditions
change, although this capability is not explicitly tested and evaluated. In Wex et al. (2011) a similar modeling methodology is proposed, where all necessary parameters are assumed to be ﬁxed
and known upon model initialization. This model is extended
in Wex, Schryen, and Neumann (2012), allowing for task durations to be represented by fuzzy values in an effort to acknowledge the uncertainty inherent in available information. The authors suggest the model should be regularly rebuilt and solved
when the problem environment has evolved by some signiﬁcant
degree.
1.2. Modeling uncertainty and dynamicity
All the assumptions mentioned relate to model parameters
which change over time, either because they are estimates of unknown real values and can therefore be revised as new information comes to light, or because the real values themselves are of
a dynamic nature, or both. In the worst cases these assumptions
will render a model unusable in many realistic scenarios. General
strategies to their removal tend to take either a stochastic yet static
approach, applying stochastic (Barbarosoglu & Arda, 2004; Chang,
Tseng, & Chen, 2007; Mete & Zabinsky, 2010) or robust (BozorgiAmiri, Jabalameli, Alinaghian, & Heydari, 2012) programming to
ﬁnd solutions which will remain valid as the problem evolves over
time, or a dynamic approach, allowing for the model to be updated
at a number of set length intervals to help ensure it remains applicable (see, for example, Lee, Ghosh, & Ettl, 2009; Ozdamar, Ekinci,
& Kucukyazici, 2004; Yi & Kumar, 2007). Only limited steps have
been taken with the latter approach. In the context of manufacturer or retailer response to hurricanes, the supply chain models
proposed in Lodree and Taskin (2009); Taskin and Lodree (2011)
employ a Bayesian approach to allow for dynamic information to
be incorporated into future decisions. In Gong and Batta (2007) the
authors note that determining the appropriate length of update interval is crucial to performance, proposing that future work should
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Table 1
Task types and their dependency relations.
Task:
Responder:
Condition:

Pre-rescue stabilization
HART
Trapped and unstable

→

Rescue
SAR
Trapped

→

look to develop models which operate in continuous time. This is
echoed in Chiu and Zheng (2007), where the authors state that
“from a real-time implementation standpoint, a cyclic rolling horizon
based updating and re-optimizing framework and scheme need to be
developed to improve accuracy and robustness of the model under the
highly unpredictable environment”. In order to move towards such
a real-time system, the work reported in Engelmann and Fiedrich
(2007); Englemann and Fiedrich (2009); Fiedrich (2006); Jotshi
et al. (2009) link their proposed decision support models to simulations of the actual response environment, allowing for the testing
of the ability of each model to cope with changes in information.
However, in these cases the whole decision problem is decomposed into a sequence of single decision points, where tasks are
allocated to responders one at a time as and when the responder
becomes available. This structure does not allow for the potential
beneﬁts of forward planning, as would be available in a scheduling
model, to be explored. There has been no detailed investigation of
the potential for real-time decision support considering the entire
planning horizon. The need for such research is further highlighted
in the review of Jiang, Yuan, Huang, and Zhao (2012).
1.3. Contribution
In this paper we describe such a real-time system, building
upon the static model presented in Wilson et al. (2013a). The
model, coupled with addressing many of the limiting assumptions
discussed above, allowing for information to be updated in a realistic manner and for this information to be used to improve future
predictions as well as correct past errors, forms the principal contribution of this paper. In addition to this contribution, the paper
presents a detailed computational analysis of model performance,
identifying a number of potential explanatory parameters and exploring to what extent they impact upon the utility of the optimization model.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In
Section 2 we brieﬂy describe a previously published decision support model for casualty processing, given in Wilson et al. (2013a).
Following this, Section 3 details how this model has been extended
to allow for its use in real-time during an MCI characterized by
uncertainty and volatility. The results of extensive computational
experiments are then reported and discussed in Section 4. Finally,
we draw conclusions and identify promising avenues for future
research.
2. A static model of casualty processing
In this work we build upon the multi-objective combinatorial
optimization model described in Wilson et al. (2013a). Originally,
the model was designed for use in a static manner, being initialized at a point where all relevant information was available and
running for the desired length of time before delivering the solution output, which took the form of a work schedule detailing the
allocation and ordering of response tasks to available responders.
While the model did incorporate a probabilistic approach when describing the evolution of casualty health, no other parameters were
of a stochastic nature.
As this model is designed to perform a period of precomputation before delivering a single solution, we denote it as
model Mpc . In this section we will describe the key components of
this model, with the aim of conveying its nature while minimizing

Pre-transportation stabilization
Ambulance / MERIT / HART
Unstable

→

Transportation
Ambulance / HART
All

the technical detail which can instead be found in Wilson et al.
(2013a). In the following section we will discuss its extension for
use in dynamic, evolving problems where many more parameters
are subject to uncertainty.
2.1. Solution space
A solution to the casualty processing problem faced in MCI response consists of:
•
•
•

an allocation of casualties c ∈ C to hospitals h ∈ H,
an allocation of tasks t ∈ T to responders r ∈ R,
an ordering of the tasks assigned to each responder r.

The types of tasks which can be found in T are summarized
in Table 1. Each casualty requires the completion of a transportation task, to be carried out by an Ambulance responder unit, in
order for them to be taken from the incident site to their allocated
hospital. In addition, if the casualty’s health is unstable they will
also require a pre-transportation stabilizing treatment task to ensure their safe transportation. Such tasks may be carried out by
ambulance responder units, a Medical Emergency Response Incident Team (MERIT), or a Hazardous Area Response Team (HART).
MERIT units are medical teams who attend incident sites to assist the triage and treatment of casualties (London Emergency
Services Liaison Panel, 2015). HART teams are specially trained and
equipped for working within the hazardous inner cordon area. In
some cases, casualties may require extrication from the incident
site by a Search And Rescue (SAR) responder unit, which we shall
refer to as a ‘rescue’ task. Should this be the case, it is possible that
a pre-rescue stabilizing treatment task be required in order to reduce the likelihood of the health of the casualty deteriorating during the extrication operation. These tasks may only be completed
by HART units.
2.2. Objective functions
Given a solution as deﬁned in Section 2.1, a schedule can be
constructed detailing the work plan for each responder, identifying
the time at which the responder (a) begins traveling to the location of their next task, (b) begins work on this task, and (c) ﬁnishes
work on this task. In constructing a schedule from a solution, the
spatial nature of the problem is taken into account in estimating
the travel times of responders as they move between sites and/or
hospitals. These estimates are combined with estimates of task duration when constructing the schedule.
For a given (estimated) schedule, a number of measures are
calculated and used to evaluate and compare solutions during
the optimization process, together measuring fatalities and suffering. We will brieﬂy describe these functions here and refer the reader to Wilson et al. (2013a) for further details and
discussion.
2.2.1. Fatalities
In many countries it is standard practice in MCI response for
a full triage of casualties to be carried out before any subsequent
tasks may begin. The result is an assessment of the health of each
casualty, which is classiﬁed according to the four possible categories listed in Table 2.
Our model uses a Markov chain consisting of a state space {T1,
T2, T3, dead} to predict how the health of a casualty will evolve
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Table 2
Triage levels assigned to casualties.
Category

Description

Explanation

T1
T2
T3
Dead

Immediate
Urgent
Delayed

Require immediate life-saving procedure
Require surgical or medical intervention within 2–4 hours
Less serious cases whose treatment can safely be delayed beyond 4 hours

over the course of the response operation. We assume that the
health of casualties will only ever decrease when in an unstable
environment, that is, before they have been extricated and taken
to a safe designated area. For each casualty, the model is used to
calculate the probability that they will have died before they reach
hospital. These probabilities are summed together to produce an
objective of the casualty processing problem,

min f1 (s ) =



P(c dead on arrival at hospital),

(1)

c∈C

where s is a solution to the model.
We note that our model assumes the transition probabilities of
this chain are known. In practice, this may not be possible due
to the inherent low frequency of MCIs and the lack of data collection which occurs during them. However, we have attempted to set
transition probabilities which reﬂect the qualitative descriptions of
triage states, as given in Table 2. For example, we have ensured
that the probability of death of a T1 casualty who is left untreated
in an unstable environment for thirty minutes approaches 1, while
for a T3 casualty it reaches only 0.1. In selecting these transition
probabilities we aim to consider the most generic MCI scenarios.
Were the model to be applied to more unique and idiosyncratic
scenarios, these parameter values should be adjusted accordingly.
It is noted that due to the inherent low frequency of MCIs and
the lack of data collection which occurs during them, estimating
these probabilities presents a signiﬁcant challenge. However, one
suggested approach to estimate transition probabilities would be to
analyze patient data from non-MCI emergency situations in which
there are fewer casualties and their health states are monitored
more closely. While acknowledging that such data would originate
from non-MCIs, it would provide a more realistic basis for their
estimation.
2.2.2. Suffering
A second objective of MCI response, f2 , is to minimize suffering.
We consider suffering to be quantiﬁed through two components.
Firstly, for each casualty the time taken from moment of injury to
their arrival at hospital is noted. These times are summed together
with each individual contribution weighted by the severity of that
casualty’s health. Secondly, the standard of treatment available at
the hospitals to which casualties have been assigned is measured.
This is done through forecasting the arrival times of casualties at
each hospital and contrasting with predicted resource levels in order to estimate the amount of time casualties will collectively wait
at a hospital before treatment is administered. To this we add a
penalty term for every casualty who has been assigned to a hospital which does not provide any specialist treatment their injuries
require (e.g., those suffering from severe burns should be encouraged to be sent to a hospital with a specialist burns unit). These
two measures are combined to form the single suffering objective,
f2 , using the weighted metric method of least squares.
2.2.3. Lexicographic ordering
The objectives f1 and f2 are combined in a lexicographic manner to reﬂect the fact that the saving of lives is always of higher
priority than the reduction of suffering. The full multi-objective

model can now be deﬁned as

min f1 (s ), f2 (s ).
s∈S

(2)

2.3. Solution methodology
2.3.1. Local search
A Variable Neighborhood Descent metaheuristic is employed in
order to ﬁnd high quality solutions to the scheduling problem described above. Four neighborhood structures are employed, each
with variable size, which facilitates the local search process escaping local optima through consideration of larger neighborhoods. A
similar approach has been shown to perform well on a ﬂexible job
shop problem (Amiri, Zandieh, Yazdani, & Bagheri, 2010), which is
of a similar structure to the model described in Section 2.1. As described in Wilson et al. (2013a), the algorithm employs four different neighborhood structures, cycling between them at each iteration. When a certain neighborhood structure results in no neighboring solutions which improve upon the current solution, the size
of that neighborhood is increased. For example, one neighborhood
structure allows for any two tasks to be swapped, in terms of their
responder allocation and their position in that responder’s schedule. Increasing the size of this neighborhood allows for two of
these ‘swap’ operations to be carried out in a single step. Accordingly, increasing the size of the neighborhood increases the likelihood of ﬁnding an improving solution. This strategy enables the
search process to escape any local optima it ﬁnds itself in.
2.3.2. Constructive heuristic
In addition to a local search solution methodology, Wilson et al.
(2013a) also provides details of a heuristic routine which can
be applied in a constructive manner. Speciﬁcally, the constructor builds a solution by allocating tasks to the end of responders’ schedules until all tasks have been allocated. At each decision point, the responder chosen is the one which is due to ﬁnish
all their tasks ﬁrst. A task to be allocated to the end of their schedule is chosen by considering a number of criteria, such as the time
at which the task could begin and the health of the associated casualty, in a lexicographic manner. The constructor is designed to
approximate how decisions would be made on the ground of an
MCI, focussing on the immediate situation as opposed to planning
ahead.
3. An online model of casualty processing
Having described the pre-computation model Mpc in Section 2,
we now consider its extension to more realistic problems subject
to high volatility and associated uncertainty in model parameters.
We denote this online model by Mo . In the following discussion
we shall partition all such parameters into two sets. By solution
space parameters, we refer to those which affect the nature of the
solution space, as described in Section 2.1. That is, a change in a
solution space parameter will alter the set of possible solutions.
In contrast, objective space parameters are those which, when altered, result in a change in the objective value(s) of one or more
solutions.
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Fig. 1. Two-way communication between optimization and response environment.

We describe problems which do not include any dynamic characteristics as static problems. Those which include dynamic objective spaces are described as partially dynamic problems. Finally,
those problems which exhibit dynamic behavior in both the solution and objective spaces are denoted fully dynamic problems. In
this section we will ﬁrst describe how the model can be used in
real-time by allowing instructions to be issued to responders gradually, one task at a time, as opposed to issuing a full schedule at
a single time point. We then go on to describe dynamic features
of the problem which result in changes to solutions space parameters, before ﬁnally considering features leading to changes to the
objective space.
3.1. Real-time and online optimization
A necessary ﬁrst step in adapting the model is allowing for the
model to pass instruction to the problem environment in a gradual
manner as opposed to at one single point in time. This is accomplished through the partitioning of all tasks within the model into
two complementary sets: ﬁxed, denoting tasks which have been
given as instructions and which a responder unit has begun; and
free, denoting all tasks yet to be issued to a responder unit.
Employing the local search optimization procedure in real-time
means that, at any given point in the response operation, the local search procedure is carried out over only the set of free tasks,
adjusting their positions in the schedule in an attempt to ﬁnd a
solution of higher quality. At the outset of the operation, optimization is carried out over all tasks in the model. Towards the end of
the operation, where the majority of tasks have been carried by
responders and are now ﬁxed in their positions in the schedule,
optimization may involve only a handful of remaining free tasks.
When a responder unit becomes available, their next task is chosen based on the best overall schedule found so far by the optimization algorithm. After this task is issued and becomes ﬁxed,
optimization continues considering the remaining fee tasks. Thus,
a responder’s schedule is not ﬁxed at time τ = 0, but rather continuously built as the response operation progresses. In this manner, the optimization model can be used in real-time as the event
unfolds, regularly issuing instructions. This is in contrast with the
usual oﬄine approach, where the model issues a full schedule of
instructions once, at the outset of the response operation.
It should be emphasized that by employing the optimization
procedure in real-time, the common concern of algorithm computation time is no longer of direct relevance. Usually, the evaluation
of an algorithm would concern both the quality of the solutions
it suggests, and the time required to do so. In designing an algorithm, one would trade-off these two characteristics to achieve
the right balance for the problem at hand. In our case, however,
we continue to optimise over the current set of free tasks until a

responder requires instruction. There is no beneﬁt in pausing or
terminating the optimization procedure before this, and so we are
not concerned with trading off computation time for solution quality. An ineﬃcient or slow algorithm will impact the quality of the
proposed solutions, but this impact will be entirely encapsulated
by the ﬁnal solution quality observed upon completion of the response operation.
The continuous passing of instructions from the model to the
response environment is complemented by the continuous feedback of information from the environment to the model in what
we term online optimization. There, any changes in the environment which are relevant to the model are noted and passed back
to the model as they are observed, to allow for the model to be
updated and reﬂect the problem more accurately. This process of
continuous two-way communication is illustrated in Fig. 1.
In the remainder of this Section, we describe the various
changes in the response environment which can be updated within
the model, and how these changes can be simulated for the purposes of experimental evaluation.
3.2. Solution space parameters
As described in Section 2.1, the decision problem modeled consists of assigning an ordered list of tasks to a number of responder
units and allocating casualties to appropriate hospitals. Since the
set of tasks T is determined by the set of casualties C, we can reduce the parameters associated with solution space change to be:
•
•
•

C, the set of all casualties,
R, the set of all responder units,
H, the set of hospitals.

As the hospitals available for use in the response operation
are unlikely to alter, we do not consider any dynamic changes to
the set H. Regarding the set of available responder units, we note
that this can both increase and decrease as the response operation progresses. As discussed in Auf der Heide (2006), it is common for responders from areas neighboring the affected district to
self-dispatch, thus arriving with little or no notice and increasing
the set of responders. Although a reduction can occur due to injury sustained when working in a hazardous environment, given
the short time-scale of problem scenarios considered in this paper
we do not account for this possibility.
In terms of the set of casualties, an increase can occur in both
a gradual manner, as more casualties are discovered during search
and rescue operations, and in a sudden manner, if another incident
were to occur nearby. Moreover, a decrease in the number of casualties can occur due to self presentation. An illustration of the
dynamic nature of casualty and resource numbers is provided in
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Fig. 2. Changes in the numbers of casualties and responders over the course of an
example MCI response operation.

Fig. 2 which charts the corresponding set size over the ﬁrst ﬁfteen
minutes of the problem which will be considered in Section 4.
In order to extend the model to allow for these changes, we
require (a) a heuristic procedure to govern the re-assignment of
tasks assigned to a responder when he/she leaves the set, and (b)
a heuristic procedure to govern the assignment of tasks associated with a newly discovered casualty. The constructive heuristic
procedure described in Section 2.3.2 can easily be employed for
this purpose. Once tasks have been initially assigned in this manner, the local search procedure can go on to ﬁnd higher quality
allocations.
3.3. Objective space parameters
Regarding the objective values assigned to any proposed solution, a number of parameters upon which these values depend are
subject to uncertainty, or are of a dynamic nature, or both. Specifically, the health parameter associated with each casualty will be
subject to measurement error, known more commonly as undertriage or over-triage. In addition, health will evolve with time and
so this evolution must be predicted, introducing further uncertainty. Schedule parameters will also be subject to uncertainty;
both the time needed to travel from one destination to another and
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the duration of certain tasks must be estimated from the information available at that point in time, and will generally have some
degree of error. Moreover, we allow for possible delays in the communication of such information from the problem environment to
the model. The dynamic and uncertain nature of these parameters
results in a schedule which evolves over the course of the response
operation.
A simple example of an evolving schedule is given in Fig. 3. The
illustration shows the schedule of a single responder, as viewed
from the perspective of the optimization model, and how this
schedule changes with time. These changes are illustrated on the
vertical axis. Note that, in this case, the tasks assigned to the
responder do not change in their ordering, only in the parameters
describing their timings. As time progresses, tasks move from a
free state (dark green or blue) to a ﬁxed state (light green or light
blue). We also observe the points at which information regarding
the timings of tasks are sent, and the delay in these messages
reaching the optimizer, at which point the schedule is updated
to reﬂect the new information. For example, the initial estimated
completion time of task t1 is shown to be 7 minutes. However,
the true duration is in fact 6 minutes. Thus, at the 5 minute mark,
a message is sent from the simulation to the optimization model
notifying it that the true duration of task t1 is 6 minutes. However,
there is a delay of 2 minutes in this message reaching the optimization model. It is therefore not until the 8 minute mark that
the optimization model is updated, with the duration parameter of
task t1 changed from the original estimate of 7 to the true value
of 6. Similar behavior will occur with respect to the times taken to
travel between task locations, as illustrated in the ﬁgure. The ﬁnal
section of the ﬁgure illustrates a scenario where a task, speciﬁcally
task t2 , takes longer to complete than initially forecast. During
the simulation and optimization of a full problem instance, such
evolution of model parameters will clearly occur on a much larger
scale.
In order to improve the optimization model with respect to addressing these challenges, a number of alterations must be made.
In what follows we give details of these alterations, and describe
the underlying simulation models which govern the uncertain and
dynamic nature of these parameters.

Fig. 3. The evolution in time of schedule parameters affecting a single responder’s schedule. As time progresses, information is received by the model following communication delays, and is subsequently used in revising the relevant parameters.
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Table 3
The probability of health assessment outcomes with
error level  .
True health state

P(A[T1])

P(A[T2])

T1
T2
T3

 /3

1 −  /2

 /2

0

1 − 2 /3
 /2

P(A[T3])
0

 /3

1 −  /2

3.3.1. Casualties and health
As discussed in Section 2.2, the health of a casualty is described
through the discrete triage classiﬁcation system with states T1, T2,
T3 and dead. We wish to increase the realism of the triage assessment process by allowing for the fact that the classiﬁcation
assigned to some casualties may not accurately reﬂect their true
health state.
Denoting by A[Ti] the event that a triage assessment has led
to a casualty being classiﬁed in state Ti, the probabilities of these
events conditional on the true health state of the casualty are
given in Table 3. The parameter  ∈ [0, 1] allows for the degree
of error to be modiﬁed, where  = 0 corresponds to completely
accurate classiﬁcation. The resulting probability distribution leads
to unbiased errors, where the probability of under-triage is equal
to the probability of over-triage in cases where both outcomes are
possible. In practice, a signiﬁcant bias towards the over triage of
casualties has been observed (Frykberg, 2002). We do not model
this systematic bias for two reasons. Firstly, to do so whilst also
modeling imprecision in triage assessment would lead to diﬃculty
in interpreting the results of the experimental analysis presented
in Section 4.3, as it would not be clear if any observed effect was
due to a lack of accuracy, a bias, or both. As such, removing bias
allows us to focus on evaluating the effect of imprecision only. Secondly, while a bias has been documented, its precise nature has yet
to be adequately described in quantitative terms.
In addition to allowing for errors in the triaging of casualties, we wish to allow for the dynamic nature of casualty health
in the online model. The simulation of this dynamic behavior is
achieved through using the same Markov chain model described
in Section 2.2 which is used in predicting future variation in casualty health. By simulating the actual variations in health state of
all casualties, we may now periodically update the model to reﬂect
any such changes. This updating corresponds to another triage assessment being carried out. This is reﬂective of real MCI response
operations, where casualties are regularly re-assessed and changes
in health are noted. The frequency of any such triage operations
is a variable of the model, which we will denote λtri , and will be
adjusted in the experimental analysis of Section 4.2.
Another aspect of casualty behavior which may be captured
via an online modeling approach is their tendency to self-present
at hospital. Self-presentation is known to occur in MCI response,
when casualties with less signiﬁcant injuries (speciﬁcally, those in
health state T3) may decide to leave the incident site and transport
themselves to a hospital of their choosing. Self presentation leads
to changes in the solution space, as any casualty who has transported themselves to hospital will no longer require any attention
from responders and so can be removed from the casualty processing model. Self-presentation will also lead to changes in the objective space, with information regarding any self-presentation being
used to update model parameters and allow for better prediction
of solution quality. In particular, upon receiving notiﬁcation that
a casualty has arrived at a speciﬁc hospital it is possible to infer
how long said casualty remained at their incident site before leaving. Denoting this observed data as x, we require that a probability
density function p(x|θ ) relating x to an unknown parameter θ is
deﬁned, together with a prior probability distribution on θ , p(θ ).

Fig. 4. A hierarchical model of task durations.

The posterior probability distribution of the unknown parameter θ
can then be calculated through the usual application of Bayes rule:

p( θ | x ) =

p( x | θ ) p( θ )
p( x )

(3)

In this manner, estimates of the parameter θ will improve over the
course of the response operation as relevant data is accrued, potentially correcting any inaccurate initial speciﬁcations. Note that
this approach is generic and may be applied regardless of the form
of the probability distribution describing the length of time a casualty will wait before leaving to self-present. However, cases leading
to conjugate priors will enable the calculation of posterior probability distributions without any signiﬁcant computational burden.
As an example, we may consider self-presentation times to follow
an exponential distribution. In this case, the parameter θ will be
of one dimension and may be interpreted as the average rate at
which casualties leave the incident site to self-present.
3.3.2. Task durations
As described in more detail in Wilson, Hawe, Coates, and
Crouch (2012), the uncertain nature of task durations is encapsulated through a hierarchical model reﬂecting the different nature
of incident sites in a multi-site MCI. We discuss the case of rescue
tasks, noting that the model for treatment tasks (pre-rescue and
post-rescue) is identical.
The true duration of a rescue task relating to casualty i at site
j, θ j, i , is a random variable with mean μj and variance σ j2 . These
site-speciﬁc parameters are themselves considered to be random
variables, with joint mean  and covariance matrix  . This hierarchical model, illustrated in Fig. 4, will allow for incident sites of
varying severity (in terms of the durations of the tasks to be undertaken there) to be modeled. As in the case of modeling selfpresentation times, a lack of empirical data prevents us from recommending a speciﬁc parametric model to describe these random
variables.
Uncertainty is introduced by generating unbiased estimates of
each duration θ j, i , denoted by ej, i , by sampling from normal distributions with mean θ j, i and variance s2 . This variance, which determines the accuracy of duration estimates, is speciﬁed as problem input. Given these estimates and assumed distribution, the
true duration of each task is known to follow the distribution
N(ej, i , s2 ). For example, given a variance s2 = 0.7 and a simulated
true task duration of θ j,i = 4, the estimated task duration will be
simulated from a normal distribution N(4, 0.7). A resulting value
of, say, e j,i = 5.2 would then be used by the optimization model
when attempting to predict the true task duration θ j, i .
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Table 4
Problem scenario time line.
Time

Event
Explosion, site i1

0 0:0 0:0 0
0 0:04:0 0
0 0:10:0 0

Model initialization
Explosion, site i2
Mutual aid arrival

0 0:15:0 0

Explosion, site i3

Description
A ﬁrst set of casualties is created. The ambulance service conducts a triage sieve operation, noting the state of
each located casualty regarding their task requirements.
Using the information gathered during the initial triage operation, the scheduling model is initialized.
A second incident occurs, producing a further set of casualties. A triage sieve operation begins.
A set of responders, namely 18 Ambulance responders and 7 SAR responders, arrive from neighboring areas to
assist in the response operation.
A third and ﬁnal incident occurs.

As it is known that θ j, i will follow the distribution N(ej, i , s2 ),
the natural (most likely) estimate of θ j, i will be e j,i = 5.2. However,
we allow for the model to make other estimates in order to reach
a desired level of conﬁdence that the true value will be equal to or
less than the estimated value. That is, for a given conﬁdence level
ψ ∈ [0, 1] we estimate the duration of tasks to be θˆj,i = Fj,i−1 (ψ )
where Fj, i denotes the relevant cumulative distribution function.
For example, setting ψ = 0.8 would result in conservative task durations estimates which will over-estimate the true durations with
probability 0.8.
3.3.3. Travel times
Travel times are initially estimated by applying Dijkstra’s algorithm (Skiena, 1990) to the road network which covers the
problem environment. This procedure generates a route, following
which a distance d travelled can be calculated. An estimate for the
travel time using this distance is provided by the model of Kolesar,
Walker, and Hausner (1975), as recently validated by Budge, Ingolfsson, and Zerom (2010). The function, denoted KWH(d), gives an
estimate of the median travel time. The median travel time is then
estimated as



ˆ = KW H (d ) =
m

√
2.42 d, d ≤ 4.13 kilometer
2.46 + 0.596d, d > 4.13 kilometer

(4)

where 4.13 = v2c /2a denotes the distance required to travel in order
to reach ‘cruise speed’ vc , and a is the average acceleration of the
vehicle as it increases speed from rest to vc . The values of these
parameters are taken from the analysis of ambulance travel times
in Calgary, Canada, presented in (Budge et al., 2010).
The actual travel time is simulated through applying a disruption to the transport network, resulting in an uncertain increase
in the time needed to traverse each arc. This disruption procedure
consists of randomly generating a multiplying factor for each road
link, to be applied to the link’s ‘length’ parameter. The level of
disruption is controlled by a parameter denoted κ . The disruption
model is described in more detail in Wilson et al. (2013b).
We are required to generate and update the probability distribution of the travel time associated with each journey, as deﬁned
by a location pair A − B. To do so, we assume travel times are
independent and identically distributed according to a lognormal
distribution, X ∼ logN(ν , ρ ), with an assumed, constant precision
ρ , as discussed in Westgate, Woodward, Matteson, and Henderson
(2011). Note the variation in travel times may arise from either
variation in the route chosen by responders making the journey
in question, or variation the time taken to traverse any speciﬁc
route. Given the dynamic nature of the problem as discussed in
Section 3, we employ the previously outlines Bayesian approach in
revising the estimate of the unknown parameter ν as more travel
time data becomes available. Given the assumed lognormal distribution and the associated conjugate prior distribution for ν , ν ∼
N(ν 0 , ρ 0 ), we can calculate the posterior distribution following the
observation of n data xi , ν ∼ N(ν n , ρ n ) where

νn =



ρ0 ν0 + ρ ni=1 ln(xi )
ρ0 + n ρ

(5)

and

ρn = ρ0 + n ρ .

(6)

The expectation of this posterior distribution, νˆ = E (ν ), is then
used as an estimate of ν , giving X ∼ logN (νˆ , ρ ). The median travel
ˆ = eνˆ .
time for the route in question can then be estimated as m
4. Evaluation and analysis
In this section we report the results of several computational
experiments analyzing the performance of the described model. In
particular, we aim to answer the following key questions:
1. To what extent are pre-computed static schedules applicable in
dynamic problems?
2. Can the scheduling methodology cope with solution space dynamics as well as non-predictive methods can?
3. How sensitive is the model to underlying variation and uncertainty in objective space parameters?
In order to do so we ﬁrst identify problem characteristics with
potential to inﬂuence the answers to these questions, and vary
these in a comprehensive experimental design to produce a large,
space ﬁlling data set. This data is then analyzed through the ﬁtting
of linear regression models in order to identify key relationships
between problem parameters and performance.
4.1. Problem scenario
The following elements of the problem scenario are held constant through all variants used throughout the set of computational
experiments:
•

•

•

Incident sites I = {i1 , i2 , i3 } – their location, time of event and
resulting set of casualties;
Responders R – including initial location and arrivals through
mutual aid (including time(s) of arrival);
Hospitals H = {h1 , h2 , h3 } – their location, initial occupancy levels, maximum capacities and specialist treatment facilities.

The sequence and timings of events occurring in the problem
scenario is given in Table 4.
Each of the three incident sites results in a set of seventy casualties with an identical proﬁle in terms of their initial state (their
health level and whether or not they are trapped). Responders are
given initial locations which correspond to one of the three hospitals’ locations in Fig. 5 (for Ambulance, MERIT and HART responders) or, for SAR responders, one of several ﬁre stations in the area
(not shown).
In terms of distributional assumptions, we use normal distributions in the hierarchical model of Fig. 4. To simulate task durations, we use a common value for the problem level mean of task
durations and covariance. That is, for each task type the value of
 = (μ̄, σ¯2 ) has ﬁxed μ̄ and covariance  , while σ¯2 will be altered in the experimental design (see Section 4.2). For rescue tasks,
μ̄ is set to seven minutes. For pre-transportation stabilizing treatment, μ̄ is set to three minutes. Finally, for pre-rescue stabilizing
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Table 5
Model and problem pairs analyzed.
Model

Pre-computed, Mpc
Online, Mo

Fig. 5. Three incident sites and three hospitals in central London, as part of the test
problem environment.

treatment, μ̄ is set to ﬁve minutes. We emphasise that these values
are example only, and have been chosen to differentiate between
task types. The covariance for all task types is



=

1
0.5



0.5
.
0.5

(7)

We assume that the times which casualties will wait at incident sites before leaving to self-present at a hospital are independent and identically distributed following an an exponential distrisp
bution, τc ∼ exp(λsp ). Given this assumed distribution, the model
estimate of parameter λsp can be continually revised following the
general Bayesian strategy outlined in Section 3.3. Speciﬁcally, we
note that the Gamma distribution acts as a conjugate prior for the
parameter,

λsp ∼ Gamma(α , β ).

(8)

Here, the hyperparameters α and β are set to reﬂect the initial estimate of the self-presentation rate. Upon observing a waiting time
τcsp , the posterior distribution is updated to be

λsp ∼ Gamma(α + 1, β + τcsp ),

(9)

˜ sp = E(λsp ). Withand the parameter of interest is estimated as λ
out suﬃcient data regarding actual times spent waiting before selfpresenting in real MCIs, it is not possible to verify to what extent
an exponential distribution is a realistic choice in modeling this
process. However, given its common use in queuing models, which
are of a similar nature, it appears to be an appropriate choice and
will allow for an initial analysis of the effect of self-presentation in
an online model.
Finally, we simulate the gradual discovery of casualties at incident sites by randomly generating a time at which they are discovered and added to the model. These times are generated according
to an exponential distribution, parametrized so that the average
time for a casualty to be discovered is equal to ρ .
4.2. Experimental design
Considering the two models described in this paper, namely the
pre-computation model Mpc and the online model Mo , we wish to
evaluate performance in problems exhibiting different degrees of
dynamic behavior. Prior to consideration of the online model Mo , it
is of interest to evaluate the performance of the pre-computation
model Mpc in a partially dynamic environment. That is, we wish
to investigate to what extent a pre-computed, optimized schedule will lead to high quality solutions when applied to a more
realistic problem scenario than was considered in Wilson et al.
(2013a). Following this, the online model Mo will be evaluated in
fully dynamic problem environments. These analyzes complement
that presented in Wilson et al. (2013a), where the model Mpc was
evaluated in static problem environments. In each case, summarized in Table 5, evaluation consists of comparing the performance

Problem
Static

Partially
dynamic

Fully
dynamic

Wilson et al. (2013a)
–

4.3.1
–

n/a
4.3.2

of the full, local search based scheduling methodology with that of
the constructive heuristic approach.
The problem scenario deﬁned in Section 4.1 is used in all problem instances to be considered in the experimental procedure. Individual problem instances may vary in the nine dimensions described in Table 6. For some parameters, namely λ1 and λ5 , the
choice of range is a natural one. For other parameters a judgement
has been made regarding feasible levels; for example, we consider
it unlikely that the communication delay described in Section 3.3
will be larger than ﬁve minutes.
The frequency of triage has been allowed to vary from every
minute to every 20 minutes. This includes the rate of once every
15 minutes, currently used in practice. The variance in task durations takes values from 0, corresponding to all task durations being
identical, to 3, which would lead to 95 percent of task durations
to be within a range of +/− 3.46 minutes. The maximum delay
in communicating information, denoted ν from the response environment to the optimization model has been set to 5 minutes,
reﬂecting the fact that model communication technology will prevent any more signiﬁcant delay from occurring. We have considered a rate of casualty discovery ranging from an average of ten
per minute to one every ten minutes, reﬂecting the wide variety
of incidents and the corresponding diﬃculty of search and rescue
operations. For the average time a casualty will wait before leaving
the site to self-present, a range of between 5 and 20 minutes has
been considered.
All experiments follow a Sobol sequence of 500 points in the
9 dimension experimental design space, as constructed using the
R package randtoolbox (Dutang & Savicky, 2013). This provides a
set of points in the experiment parameter space which is ‘space
ﬁlling’, in the sense that points are evenly distributed around the
space. In contrast with an experimental design which places points
only at the edges of the parameter space (i.e., where parameters
are set at the end points of their ranges), a space ﬁlling design will
allow for non-linear relationships between the parameters and the
response to be identiﬁed in the analysis of the data.
4.3. Results
In this section we report the results of the computational experiments deﬁned in Section 4.2.
4.3.1. Pre-computed scheduling in partially dynamic problems
The applicability of the static scheduling model to dynamic environments may now be evaluated through employing the simulation routine described in this paper. Each experiment involves
spending ﬁve minutes searching the solution space. At the end of
this time the best solution found is issued and the response operation proceeds to follow the corresponding schedule, with the dynamic and uncertain nature of all objective space parameters being simulated. By means of comparison, the same problem setup
was addressed using the constructive heuristic deﬁned in Wilson
et al. (2013a), designed to replicate how decisions would be made
in reality when faced with an evolving problem. Descriptive statistics of these experiments are provided in Table 7. Fig. 6 shows
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Table 6
Experiment design parameters, denoting (a) the coeﬃcients associated with each parameter when ﬁtting linear regression models to the simulated data, and
(b) the ranges considered for each parameter.
Parameter

Regression coeﬃcient

Range

Description

Triage assessment error, 
Triage frequency, λtri
Task duration variance, σ 2
Task duration assessment error, s2
Task duration conﬁdence, 
Communication delay, ν

β1
β2
β3
β4
β5
β6

[0, 1]
[1, 20]
[0, 3]
[0, 2]
[0.1, 0.9]
[0, 5]

Road network disruption, κ
Casualty discovery rate, ρ
Casualty self-presentation rate, λsp

β7
β8
β9

(0.5, 2]
[0.1, 10]
[5, 20]

Error in the triage classiﬁcation process.
Time between each triage assessment of any given casualty.
Inherent variation in the durations of all tasks.
Error in the estimation of durations of all tasks.
Level of conﬁdence required that task duration estimates will not be short.
Average wait between a temporal event being recorded and the optimization
model being notiﬁed.
Extent to which the road transport network is disrupted.
Average time taken to locate a casualty following an incident.
Average time an eligible casualty will wait at scene before leaving to
self-present.

Table 7
Descriptive statistics of ﬁnal objective values across all partially dynamic problem instances, for
both search and constructor solution methods.
f1

Mpc search
Mpc constructor

f2

Mean

Min

Median

Max

Mean

Min

Median

Max

20.82
17.63

9
7

21
18

33
29

31124
49808

18265
33172

30768
49295

51365
76954

Fig. 6. Density plots of ﬁnal objective values obtained by constructive and search
methodologies, pre-computed case.

the joint distribution of objective values as contour plots for both
cases, where we label the constructive heuristic method as ‘Heur’.
The differences in objective values observed when comparing
the expected values at the end of the search process with the simulated values are presented in Fig. 7.
It is of interest at this stage to consider the performance of the
static search methodology in more detail. To do so, linear regression models relating each objective measure to the varied problem
parameters were ﬁtted in R by considering a ‘full’ model, including potential interaction and higher order terms, and performing
a backwards stepwise variable selection procedure. The resulting
estimates of coeﬃcients remaining in the model following a backwards stepwise elimination procedure are given, with their 95 percent conﬁdence intervals, in Tables 8 and 9. We note that coeﬃcient β 0 denotes the model intercept, while β i is the coeﬃcient of
the term denoting the initial solution value generated by the constructive heuristic method.

Fig. 7. Final simulated values minus initial estimated values of the pre-computed
search procedure, where marginal distributions are shown in red. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
Table 8
Regression coeﬃcients, f1 , pre-computed case.

βˆ0
βˆi
βˆ7
βˆ72

Mean

Standard error

2.5 percent

97.5 percent

16.43
0.2177
−6.660
1.528

2.674
0.0503
2.282
0.9030

11.17
0.1188
−11.14
−0.2464

21.68
0.3165
−2.177
3.302

4.3.2. Online scheduling in fully dynamic problems
We now consider the fully dynamic problem, with variation in
both solution space and objective space parameters. As described
in Section 3.1, we propose that when applying the online model
in real-time tasks should be issued to responders as soon as they
become free, and that the appropriate task to issue can be found
by consulting the best solution schedule found by the local search
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Table 9
Regression coeﬃcients, f2 , pre-computed case.

βˆ0
βˆi
βˆ1
βˆ6
βˆ7
βˆ72

Estimate

Standard error

2.5 percent

97.5 percent

28740
1.220
−1101
663.5
−26230
8141

2392
0.1078
605.4
13.44
2624
134.4

24041
1.008
−2291
399.3
−31384
6101

33443
1.431
88.47
927.6
−21074
10182

algorithm by that point in time. It is possible, however, that it
is instead beneﬁcial to wait a short period of time before issuing instructions to responders in the hope that the solution algorithm will ﬁnd a schedule of higher quality. However, any such
delay in responders completing tasks will also have a negative impact on the quality of the overall response operation. To assess the
trade-off between these two factors, we conducted an experiment
whereby the local search algorithm was allowed 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 minutes to search for a solution schedule at the start of the response
operation, after which point tasks began to be issued to responders. The distributions of the quality of the resulting solutions, as
expressed by their percentage improvement over the solution produced by the constructive heuristic, are presented in Figs. 8 and 9
as box plots.
In Fig. 8 it can be seen that in the case of the fatalities objective f1 , any beneﬁt brought through the optimization process is not
enough to counteract the penalty of delaying action for any value
of search time considered. In contrast, as indicated in Fig. 9, this
is not the case for the suffering objective f2 , which shows moderate improvement for all search times considered. Thus, the lexicographic ordering of these objectives suggests that the optimal
policy (for the example considered) is to issue instructions as soon
as responders become available, rather than waiting for a period

of time to allow the search algorithm to locate higher quality solutions.
Having established the beneﬁts of immediately issuing instructions, we now consider the performance of the online model in
fully dynamic problem instances. As in Section 4.3.1, both the
scheduling and constructive heuristic methodologies were employed. The results are summarized in Table 10 and Fig. 10.
Further linear regression models were ﬁt to the data corresponding to the scheduling approach. Coeﬃcient estimates are provided in Tables 11 and 12.
In order to better appreciate the resulting trends, graphical
residual and component plots of the most signiﬁcant predictors of
objective f2 are given in Figs. 11–13.
4.4. Discussion
The results given in Section 4.3 allow us to answer the questions posed in Section 4.
4.4.1. To what extent are pre-computed static schedules applicable in
dynamic problems?
Considering the results of the pre-computation case (Table 7 &
Fig. 6), we note that the local search approach outperforms the
constructive approach in terms of objective f2 . However, in the case
of objective f1 it is the constructive methodology which results
in best average performance. In contrast, the results presented in
Wilson et al. (2013a) suggested that the pre-computed approach
could lead to improvements in both objectives. These results highlight a shortcoming of the search methodology which was not evident from previous studies. The dangers of evaluating optimization models for MCI response using unrealistically static and predictable problems scenarios is clear.
We note that the initial estimates of fatalities and suffering resulting from pre-computed solutions are systematically

Percentage change
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Fig. 8. Percentage change in f1 as search time increases (box plots).
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Fig. 9. Percentage change in f2 as search time increases (box plots).
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Table 10
Descriptive statistics of ﬁnal values across all fully dynamic problem instances, for both search
and constructor solution methods.
f1

Mo search
Mo constructor

f2

Mean

Min

Median

Max

Mean

Min

Median

Max

19.49
21.50

11
10

20
21

28
31

29008
31663

18920
21793

28784
31329

44789
43168

Fig. 11. Residual and component plot for task duration assessment error effects,
βˆ4 s2 , with the ﬁtted trend shown in red. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 10. Density plots of ﬁnal objective values obtained by constructive and search
methodologies, online case.
Table 11
Regression coeﬃcients, f1 , online case.

βˆ0
βˆ1
βˆ3
βˆ5
βˆ6
βˆ7
βˆ72

Mean

Standard error

2.5 percent

97.5 percent

24.34
−0.9790
−0.3027
2.477
0.1842
−6.597
1.764

1.495
0.2681
0.1803
0.6794
0.1209
2.352
0.9300

21.41
−1.506
−0.6570
1.142
−0.0534
−11.22
−0.0637

27.28
−0.4522
0.0517
3.812
0.4218
−1.976
3.591

Table 12
Regression coeﬃcients, f2 , online case.

βˆ0
βˆ3
βˆ4
βˆ6
βˆ7
βˆ72
βˆ8

Estimate

Standard error

2.5 percent

97.5 percent

33285
295.9
1209
286.6
−8168
1697
106.0

1596
193.2
287.1
129.5
2518
995.9
58.31

30149
−83.68
644.8
32.11
−13116
−259.9
−8.55

36420
675.4
1773
541.1
−3219
3654
220.6

different from those realized upon completing the simulation, as
shown in Fig. 7. Speciﬁcally, the number of fatalities is typically
over-estimated whereas the level of suffering is typically underestimated. These discrepancies illustrate the diﬃculty in ensuring
accurate forecasts within the dynamic and uncertain MCI response
environment.
Considering the linear regression models ﬁtted in Section 4.3.1
(Tables 8 and 9) we note that the level of error in the estimation of
task duration was not identiﬁed as a signiﬁcant predictor in terms
of either fatalities or suffering. This suggests that the proposed

Fig. 12. Residual and component plot for communication delay effects, βˆ6 ν, with
the ﬁtted trend shown in red. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

model is relatively robust to any misspeciﬁcation of task duration
distributions. In contrast, errors in the triage assessment of casualties do have a signiﬁcant and negative association with suffering,
as does a delay in communication. The former effect demonstrates
the importance of having accurate information with regards to the
health of casualties, and shows that an assumption that all health
data is known with complete accuracy could produce misleading
conclusions regarding the utility of the model. As would be expected, the initial expected value of the pre-computed solution inﬂuences the ﬁnal objective values, conﬁrming that some value is
retained throughout the simulation.
Finally, we note that the problem scenarios considered in
the pre-computed case only allowed for dynamic and uncertain
behavior in the objective space. Were such behavior to exist in
the solution space, the pre-compacted approach would lead to
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realized value, is identiﬁed as a signiﬁcant predictor of the fatalities objective. The relationship is positive and linear, suggesting
that by estimating task duration in a manner which will result in
under-estimates on average can lead to improved performance.
5. Conclusions

Fig. 13. Residual and component plot for road network disruption effects, βˆ7 κ +
βˆ72 κ 2 , with the ﬁtted trend shown in red. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

schedules which would quickly become irrelevant as the response
operation progressed.
4.4.2. Can the search-based solution methodology cope with solution
space dynamics as well as non-predictive methods can?
In the online case, the local search solution methodology results
in improved performance in both objectives, on average (Table 10
and Fig. 10). The difference in the bivariate distributions is shown
to be statistically signiﬁcant under a Hotteling’s T2 test (p ≈ 0).
We can therefore conclude that the search based methodology
equipped for online use in the manner described in this paper can
deliver improved performance over the alternative heuristic approach.
4.4.3. How sensitive is the model to underlying variation and
uncertainty in objective space parameters?
Considering the regression models ﬁtted (Tables 11 and 12) we
see that, in comparison to the pre-computed case, a larger number of relationships between parameters and objective values were
identiﬁed in the online case. Indeed, all parameters other than λ2
(frequency of triage) and λ9 (rate of casualty self-presentation)
were identiﬁed as potential predictors of at least one objective
outcome. The omission of triage frequency may be explained by
the fact that the model only allows for the health of casualty to
change when they are in a hazardous area. As the majority of casualties will be removed from such areas relatively quickly, there
may only be limited scope for health to change. As such, increasing
frequency of triage will have limited scope to impact the quality of
the response.
Road network disruption is important, as we would expect
since it leads to longer travel times. The delay in communication
between the problem environment and the model also has a significant effect on performance, as does the accuracy of initial task duration estimates. However, while statistically signiﬁcant linear relationships with these parameters were identiﬁed, a large amount of
otherwise unaccounted for variance in performance remains.
Both fatalities and suffering are associated with a delay in communication, although the associated parameter estimate is lower
than in the pre-computed case (see Table 9). This suggests that
the online solution methodology successfully reduces the impact
of poor communication by allowing for ﬂexible adaptation of the
schedule.
We note that the parameter describing the ‘task duration conﬁdence’, i.e. the conﬁdence the decision maker requires that their
estimates of task durations will be greater than or equal to the

The dynamic and uncertain nature of mass casualty incidents
represents a signiﬁcant challenge to the design of a robust and effective optimization model. In this paper we have described the
extension of such a model, which employs a task scheduling representation of an MCI response operation, to better cope with this
volatility. In particular, the model has been extended for use in an
online manner, allowing for communication between model and
problem environment to be carried out continually as the response
progresses. This has resulted in the removal of several common
assumptions made in such models, as highlighted in Galindo and
Batta (2013).
Through the design and analysis of several computational experiments, the performance of the model in a simulated environment has been assessed. It has been shown that the extension of
the model from its initial ‘static’ design to the online case has resulted in signiﬁcant improvement in terms of both expected fatalities and the suffering of casualties. Statistically signiﬁcant associations between parameters and model utility have been identiﬁed,
highlighting the importance of fast communication between problem environment and model and the accurate estimation of task
durations. Of equal value is the lack of such associations found in
other parameters, where it may be natural to assume one would
exist, such as the frequency of triage.
5.1. Further work
The computational burden arising from evaluating the proposed
methodology through simulation has placed a practical limit upon
the number of scenarios which could be considered and comparisons which could be made. Further work could, therefore, focus
on extending the simulation study presented in Section 4.3. One
study which would be of value would be the application of the online model Mo to partially dynamic problem scenarios. This would
then enable a direct comparison of the models Mpc and Mo to be
made, helping to demonstrate the superiority of the latter.
In the process of designing the simulation of the MCI response
operation, we have made a number of decisions regarding the
nature of probability distributions and their parameters. Unfortunately, due to the inherently low frequency of MCI events and
the limited data collection which occurs during them, it has not
been possible to base these decisions on the results of statistical
models. While the assumptions made have enabled a valuable exploration of the sensitivity of the optimization model to the dynamic and uncertain nature of MCI response operations, it would
be of value to examine how robust the results generated are to violations of these assumptions. For example, the sensitivity of the
model to changes in the assumed transition probabilities of the
Markov chain described in Section 2.2 could be assessed.
As discussed in Galindo and Batta (2013), a Bayesian approach
to processing information in the dynamic environment of disaster
response may be applicable. While the model presented in this paper employs such an approach when considering parameters which
govern travel times in the road network and the rate at which
casualties self-present, other parameters may beneﬁt from similar
treatment. In particular, we note that the full hierarchical model
representing the duration of response tasks could be estimated
and adjusted as information is accrued during the response. This
would, however, require further computational resources. If such
a learning routine were to be implemented, it would be of value
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to analyze to what extent performance is robust to changes in the
underlying model.
As discussed in Section 4.4, the method used in predicting fatalities, as originally described in Wilson et al. (2013a), results in
an average over-estimation when compared with the actual value
resulting from the simulation. A more accurate and robust calculation would clearly improve performance, as it would enable the
consequences of decisions to be predicted to a higher degree. This
would in turn allow the beneﬁts to optimization over the remaining time horizon to be fully realized.
The simulation of volatility presented in this paper is restricted
to that resulting from factors external to the response operation
itself. That is, we assume that all responders will follow the instruction issued by the optimization model regardless of their own
personal view of events. This assumption should be examined in
further detail. In particular, it would be of interest to consider
situations where an individual responder has access to information which is signiﬁcantly more accurate and up-to-date than that
which was used by the optimization model in formulating its instruction. Such an analysis would require a detailed model of individual decision making; an agent-based simulation, such as that
described in Hawe, Coates, Wilson, and Crouch (2012), would be
well suited to this task. Allowing for the responder to override the
model in such a situation could improve overall performance, although the impact of introducing further uncertainty and volatility
into the model should be examined.
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